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                            tom:
                C

            Am
I ve got some friends who are
C
Honestly bad
E7
You shouldn?t try
Am
To realize

Am
And if somebody else
C
Ain?t put me back to life
E7              Am
They shouldn?t try

                Am
Cause I hope that u
                C
Ain?t gonna be so
                                E7
I hope that u ain?t gonna be so
                                  Am
I hope that u ain?t gonna be so bad

                               Am
And I wish that you it wasn't so close
        C
And I wish it wasn't so strong
           E7                   Am
I wish it wasn't so bad was it was

Am               C
I hope that someday
E7                        Am
Youre not gonna be so far away
Am               C
I hope that someday
E7                        Am
Youre not gonna be so far away

You just gotta be good for yourself
You don't need to be bad to anyone else
You don't need to worry about it
Coz all the time have been righten before
And Watch out

Watch out man!

Am
I ve got some friends who are
C
Honestly bad
E7
You shouldn?t try
Am
To realize

Am
And if somebody else
C
Ain?t put me back to life
E7              Am
They shouldn?t try

              Am
Coz we always try to do some new things
C
Always try to do some shit things
E7                         Am
Always tryna do some good news

                               Am
And I wish that you it wasn't so close
        C
And I wish it wasn't so strong
           E7                   Am
I wish it wasn't so bad was it was

Am               C
I hope that someday
E7                        Am
Youre not gonna be so far awayAm
           C
I hope that someday
E7                        Am
Youre not gonna be so far away

                Am
Cause I hope that u
                C
Ain?t gonna be so
                                E7
I hope that u ain?t gonna be so
                                  Am
I hope that u ain?t gonna be so bad
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